ASL 1 Assignments 2nd Semester -3/13
What is in the grade book, and what you can do to make up or redo the assignment.
1. Deaf Event Culture Paper
a. Go watch daily moth https://www.dailymoth.com/blog
b. Pick 10 different days. Write Date, summary of what it was about, and what you
learned or took away from that day. Type it up for the ten days, send it to me through
email from your school district email. In subject type Deaf Event Culture Paper.
2. Lead Class Discussion
a. his wasn’t for a grade, so we don’t need to do anything for it.
3. Receptive Skills practice
a. Find a video of current news broadcast with an ASL interpreter. Watch the broadcast,
and then write summary what you took away from the broadcast interpretation. What
signs did you pick up from watching it. Send the summary and video link to me through
the district email.
4. Adjectives HS word search 10/11
a. Find a ASL wordsearch online that you can do, and take picture of it. Send it to me
through our district email.
5. February Practice Log
a. may.doc
6. Unit 6/7 TEST
a. Send me an email that you want to do this test, and which parent email you want me to
send it too. You will open it in forms from the email like we always do but the
difference will be it will be timed and can only access it once and submit it once. If you
forward it to another person then it will mess things up for you to do the test. Use good
character doing the assessments please.
7. Unit 7 Notes WS
a. MA7 Notes.doc.docx You can find the answers from your notes, powerpoints or
redbook linked on the website.
8. Unit 7 Quiz
a. If you want to do the Unit 7 Quiz then send me an email, and I will send you the video of
me signing the questions. Then send me an email from your school email with your
answers.
b. They wont be the same questions so please make sure you study unit 7 vocabulary.
9. FS Practice
a. https://www.signlanguageforum.com/asl/fingerspelling/fingerspelling-game/
b. Do it 3 times and tell me your score for each time. The more you do it the faster you
should get, and bonus if you can get on the leader board😊
10. Mr. Holland Opus Movie WS
a. Find a good movie that has information on Deaf, Hard of hearing, or Culture. Watch it,
and then write summary of what you learned. EX: here is short list of ideas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:American_Sign_Language_films
11. Unit 6 Notes WS

a. MA6 Notes.doc(1).docx You can find the answers from your notes, powerpoints or
redbook linked on the website.

12. January Homework Log
a. may.doc
13. Unit 6 Presentations
a. Classifier stories: Works that use only one or more specific classifiers to tell a
complete, plot-driven story.
Handshape: Works in which the signer tells an entire story using only one
handshape.
ABC stories:(either A-Z or Z-A), the signer tells a complete story.
Number stories: The signer numbers 1-10, in a challenging pattern numbers 7,
5, 7, 5, or reverse order.
Narratives: ASL narratives often highlight Deaf history, famous Deaf persons,
and Deaf accomplishments or triumphs over adversity.
b. Flipgrid login like we did at school, code (swygart2b, swygart4b,
swygart2a,swygart3a) upload your new story.
14. Unit 6 Quiz
a. If you want to do the Unit 6 Quiz then send me an email, and I will send you the video of
me signing the questions. Then send me an email from your school email with your
answers.
b. They wont be the same questions so please make sure you study unit 6 vocabulary.
15. Sign Conversations
a. You can use teams, Facetime, Marco Polo, Glide, messenger, and go meeting to do this.
I will be adding you all to teams so you can communicate with each other and with me
too😊 Have a 5-10 min conversation with a friend in ASL, then write summary and rate
yourself 1-5 how you felt you did on the conversation. (Rating is off like we did in class)

